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WHO IS ASSOCONFIDI

It is an association that brings together the national federations representing Confidis operating in all economic sectors:

- Asscooperfidi → Cooperation
- Creditagri → Agriculture
- Fedart Fidi → Skilled craft
- Federascomfidi → Business tourism services
- Federconfidi → Industries
- Federfidi → Business tourism services
- Fincredit Confapi → Small industries
THE NUMBERS OF THE SYSTEM OF ITALIAN CONFIDI

- Over 250 Confidi associated to the national federations
- About 1,3 mio SMEs associated
- 23 bil. euro outstanding loans guaranteed
- Around 10 bil. euro loans guaranteed during the year
- Almost 12,5 bil. euro outstanding guarantees
- 4 bil. euro guarantees during the year
THREE ISSUES FOR EUROPE

1) Strengthening of the measures in favour of GUARANTEE

2) Appropriate application of BASEL 3 to structures releasing GUARANTEE

3) Simplification of duties on STATE AID regulation
THREE ISSUES FOR EUROPE

Strengthening of the measures in favour of GUARANTEE within the NEW PROGRAMMES (European Funds)

Greater usability and easier utilization of resources
THREE ISSUES FOR EUROPE

Appropriate application of BASEL 3 to structures releasing GUARANTEE

Valorization of private guarantee systems
Focus on NPL (Non Performing Loans)
THREE ISSUES FOR EUROPE

SIMPLIFICATION OF THE STATE AID REGULATION

Simplification of duties for SMEs on small loans
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